Ranger s5

TV Schedule. Sign In. The Lone Ranger â€” Season: 1 2 3 4 5. S5, Ep1. Error: please try again. A
young boy sees a man shot and killed. Things become complicated when it appears a man is
being framed for the murder. S5, Ep2. A young man with no experience takes on the position as
the new law man in a town. After a rocky start a chance encounter with the Lone Ranger and
some encouraging words see the young man become surprisingly good at the job. S5, Ep3. A
bandit has been impersonating the Lone Ranger, tarnishing his reputation as he robs and kills
innocent people. The Lone Ranger is surprised when he is arrested by an old friend, the local
sheriff. S5, Ep4. The Douglas gang commit a series of violent crimes and a soon to retire sheriff
is blinded during one of the robberies. The Lone Ranger attempts to try and make things right.
S5, Ep5. The Lone Ranger meets a monk who has just been robbed of a valuable religious relic.
He with Tonto set out to capture the outlaws and return the relic to the people of Santo
Domingo. S5, Ep6. The Lone Ranger and Tonto arrive at an Indian village which is in conflict
after the arrival of a college educated Indian amongst them. The Lone Ranger must try to bring
peace to the group and allow them to move forward in developing the country around them. S5,
Ep7. When Don Pedro O'Sullivan tries to return to Mexico to battle an army colonel who is ruling
his district according to his own whims, the petty dictator sends his henchmen to intercept and
eliminate the aging gentleman. After thwarting one attempt on Don Pedro's life, the Lone Ranger
and Tonto disguise themselves as the Don and his valet in order to lure the owlhoots into
pursuing them instead. The two heroes succeed all to well, as the assassins capture them and
the Don's daughter, and plan to have them all shot by a firing squad. S5, Ep8. The Lone Ranger
and Tonto find an injured man who is building a school house on his own. They learn from him
that the school is the project of an Indian girl who wanted to have a school for Indians. It seems
like they encountered the men previously. The Indian is still out there but the other one had
been caught and is going to be hanged that day. Tonto goes to the town to get a wagon for the
injured man. But the lawyer of the man S5, Ep9. The Lone Ranger attends a quarter horse race
and has to find a way to stop a group of Indians going on the war path after their winnings from
the race are stolen. S5, Ep A Chinese laundryman who is a friend of the Ranger's, is expecting
his bride from China who is arriving. But she's taken by some men in masks. Later the Ranger
and Tonto arrive and learn that she was abducted by bigots who wants their friend to leave
town. So they set a trap for them so they can find out who they are and hopefully where they are
holding her. The Lone Ranger becomes involved in trying to help a sheriff who is facing down a
whole gang of outlaws after one of their number is arrested. The Lone Ranger has to try and
stop two ex Southern soldiers attempting to kill an important railroad owner who was a former
Northern commander during the war. The Lone Ranger and Tonto capture three criminals. The
problem is it is a 5 day ride to the nearest town. Somehow the pair must stay on track to the
town while making sure the criminals don't try to kill them. The Lone Ranger and Tonto visit
Tylerville to check how a recently released bank robber is getting on adjusting to life in a small
town. The Lone Ranger meets a young boy who's Christmas wish is to be re-united with his
father. The Lone Ranger and Tonto go on a quest to find the boy's father and grant the boy his
wish. The Lone Ranger becomes involved after a number of Indians are killed while watching
their cattle herd. After the Cameron gang is captured and jailed, the question of all the gold they
stole remains unanswered. Tonto agrees to pose as a convict to try an infiltrate the gang and
get clues to where the gold is. The Lone Ranger and Tonto arrive in Cottonwood in time to see a
law reformer gunned down by an outlaw. The mood in the town is such that the Lone Ranger
has to also protect the outlaw from outraged citizens, and the sheriffthe reformer's fanatical
son. The Lone Ranger becomes involved in conflict between settlers and a local Indian tribe.
The settlers seem intent on provoking the Indians into going to war. The Lone Ranger
encounters a riderless horse with saddlebags loaded with gold. He begins the process of
backtracking events to try and discover who the person was and what has happened to him.
The Lone Ranger attempts to gain justice for a man robbed by the son of a powerful ranching
family. The Lone Ranger and Tonto encounter a man who seems to have just been robbed by an
officer in the US cavalry. The Ranger is struggling with how such a good man become an
outlaw. A group of vigilantes corner and kill a seemingly innocent cowboy in Blue Creek. One of
the townspeople contacts the Lone Ranger and asks him to try and deal with the growing power
of these men. Jake Beaudry's reputation as an outlaw attract's the attention of a famous sheriff.
The sheriff is not as good as he once was and reluctantly accepts the help of the Lone Ranger.
A young man is found dead. His father blames another local rancher and goes on the trail of
revenge. The Lone Ranger doubts the guilt of the rancher and goes on a quest to find the truth.
The Lone Ranger is on the way to visit an old friend, Sam Masters, a renowned fast gunman and
marshal. On the way he encounters an old outlaw also looking for Sam. Vic Foley escapes from
jail and the Lone Ranger gives chase. Although it would be an easy arrest the Lone Ranger
hangs back hoping Foley will lead him to unrecovered gold. The Clantons break out of jail and

go on a crime spree. The Lone Range vows to track them down, but first he must learn more
about where the gang might be hiding out - "The Badlands". He seems to have headed for a tiny
town "Buffalo Gap" The Lone Ranger is puzzled why the man has chosen such a course of
action. The Lone Ranger becomes involved when a group of Indians are on the way to a special
government meeting are attacked by a local land owner. The sheriff of Peaceful valley carries a
dark secret that puts his ability to maintain the law in jeopardy. Canadian settlers are being
blamed by local ranchers for cattle rustling and horse stealing. The Lone Ranger must seek the
truth and try and restore order to a once peaceful area. The Lone Ranger and Tonto find a boy
who has been shot floating in a river. After they find out the boy's story the Ranger decides to
try and bring the shooter to justice. The Lone Ranger and Tonto capture two renegade Indians
responsible for a recent attack. Tonto points out the strange marking on their face. The Lone
Ranger decides to investigate why peaceful Indians have suddenly taken to war and what the
new marking on their faces mean. Tonto witnesses a murder and reports it to the local sheriff.
He then tells the Lone Ranger that he thinks the sheriff is not capable of handling the
investigation properly. Tonto witnesses the Calico Kid's gang rob a bank. The Lone Ranger
sees it as an opportunity to catch an outlaw that has been on the run for years. The Grody
Brothers rob the express office in Flat Rock and are in cahoots with an unlikely ally. Actors
Lavinia and Dewitt Faversham are behind many robberies throughout the West, but when they
arrive in Cedar Springs they might have met their match. See also TV Schedule. Add episode.
Everything Coming to Prime Video in July Childhood Memories. Seriados anos My Favorite
Television Shows. Share this page:. Clear your history. The following is a list of episodes from
the American television series Walker, Texas Ranger. A total of episodes aired from April 21, , to
May 19, Although some sources identify the first three episodes aired at the end of the â€”
television season, as the first season making nine seasons in the series overall , [1] [2] those
episodes are included in the Season 1 â€”94 DVD release and are not acknowledged as a
separate season. Walker's new partner, Ranger James Trivette Clarence Gilyard , has a history
with one of the suspects in the robbery. Trying to solve the case, Walker discovers that the
robbery could have been a test for a much bigger goal: simultaneously robbing four banks lying
next to each other. After a bomb explodes in a bank across town which has just gotten in a
valuable shipment, everyone goes to that bank. When the actual robbery starts at the other four
banks, it falls to Walker in an effort to catch the robbers and their leader, former CIA agent
Orson Wade Marshall Teague. Villain: Orson Wade. In a subplot, Walker helps a young circus
acrobat who was brutally raped by three goons cope with her assault and later protects her and
two Russian jugglers who witnessed and stopped her attack, from the trio who try to run them
out of town. While Tarrant County Assistant D. Alex had put Baker away because he routinely
beat up suspects, and he terrorized anyone who complained about it. However, Cabe might be
lying about his relations with the Yakuza. Bank robber Roy Buchanan is accidentally arrested,
but when he is liberated, he not only has Walker and Trivette on his heels, but a homicidal
bounty hunter by the name of Boone Waxwell. Then Walker races to prevent Waxwell from
murdering Roy's brother Ned when it is discovered he was unwittingly involved. Villain:Boone
Waxwell. Work-related stress builds so Walker, under doctor's advice, takes Trivette and C. But
the vacation turns sour when local ruffians grow tired of the Rangers' presence and take
desperate measures to conceal their drug trade. Corrupt banker Harper Ridland puts out a hit
on Walker, already busy trying to locate a stolen van that is designed for a handicapped boy, as
revenge for Walker killing his nephew, who was one of the men who helped to steal the special
van. A protected witness to a bingo game that was actually a money laundering operation keeps
trying to escape protective custody. Walker must uncover the truth before they miss the trial
that will incarcerate Ricci Rickets, the mastermind of the operation. When a preacher friend of
Walker's dies, his military son, Trent, returns to take care of his family. Walker tries to get him to
become a police officer, but this proves difficult because of Trent's refusal to carry a firearm
because of a childhood incident with a revolver that resulted in the death of a friend. Meanwhile,
a serial cop-killer is on the loose and one of the targets happens to be Carlos Sandoval, a good
friend of Walker and Trent. Note: In syndication, this is a two-part episode. Instead, JW is
stopped and captured by Walker. Now Walker, Trivette, and Parrish must keep the McLains from
taking the law into their own hands to avenge their sister, while at the same time gathering
sufficient evidence to bust Garret for his crimes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Wikipedia list article. Internet Movie Database. Retrieved January 22, The parents and citizens
attend the games in a gesture of community awareness. Categories : Lists of American action
television series episodes. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Virgil
W. Leigh Chapman as "Louise McCarn". Villain: Orson Wade In a subplot, Walker helps a young

circus acrobat who was brutally raped by three goons cope with her assault and later protects
her and two Russian jugglers who witnessed and stopped her attack, from the trio who try to
run them out of town. Note : The role of C. Parker was played by Gailard Sartain. In the first
regular season, Noble Willingham took over the role starting with the episode, "Bounty. In
syndication, this is a two-part episode. Michael Vejar. But Alex has no proof that Baker is the
man who is now stalking her. That is because Baker is having his former cell mate Duane
Hopkins Mark Walters do the stalking for him. Baker even kills Alex's horse, Amber. And as
soon as Baker doesn't need Hopkins anymore, he kills Hopkins. Walker and Trivette spring into
action when Alex is abducted and taken to a remote cabin by Baker. Villain: Dewey Baker.
Alexander Singer. Michael Straczynski. At the same time, Walker is reunited with Yoshihito
"Yoshi" Sakai Aki Aleong , a friend he hasn't seen in almost ten years. Yoshi's father taught
martial arts to Walker and next to that, Walker realizes that Yoshi is still a Yakuza member.
Yoshi tells Walker that Karl and Cabe stole valuable Japanese art. Usagi wanted to reclaim the
art for Japan, and he was killed for this. Villain: Leo Cabe. Villain:Boone Waxwell Note : This is
the first episode where the closing credits consisted of a still image of a Texas Ranger badge
against a blue background, which stayed that way for the rest of the show's run. Noble
Willingham took over the role of C. Parker in this episode. Trivette is up the riverâ€”and in very
hot waterâ€”when he goes undercover in prison and finds himself trapped with other convicts
during a brutal escape attempt while a hurricane is going on. Now Walker must find Trivette
before he is exposed. Peter Lance and Terry D. Alex tries to rescue a friend's daughter from a
religious cult, but finds herself being held prisoner by the group's charismatic leader.
Villain:John Bodie. Call has been forcing Billy to commit crimes. West Gibson and Walker must
rescue them before Billy is killed by the corrupt Kilmer. Villain: Dave Kilmer. The wedding of
Ranger Hoss at the Ranger Office is interrupted by a courthouse breakout of gang leader Axel
Tate Cylk Cozart , during which Trivette subdues the leader of the break-out, who to Trivette's
surprise is an attractive woman, Katherine 'Kat' Prather Troy Beyer , Axel's girlfriend whom was
planning on leaving the gang life behind along with Axel. While Walker and Trivette transport
the unruly Kat to testify in the out-of-state murder trial of Trigger Jenks Gregory Scott Cummins
a gun smuggler who had in the past murdered a Ranger Captain who mentored Walker. Trivette
struggles with his feelings for the dangerous woman who is being hunted by the now freed Axel
and his gang which has been taken over by Trigger, who has ordered the reluctant Axel to kill
his girlfriend, Kat to keep her from testifying against him. Villain: Trigger Jenks. Meanwhile,
Walker befriends a young boy named Archie Brady Bluhm after saving him from some bullies.
Villain: Mickey Flanders. Andrew Stevens. Victor Slade Ken Kercheval , a veterinarian
investigating the strange deaths of local animals is killed in what appears to be a drunk driving
accident, and his daughter Ally Cali Timmins teams up with Walker and Trivette to prove
otherwise. The three discover that an environmental waste company has been mixing toxic
chemicals with waste oil and spraying them on roads in order to make a larger profit, and had
Dr. Slade killed when he got too close to their scheme. Meanwhile, Trivette finds himself taking
care of a dog named " Old Blue " after he and Walker save it from drowning after the hound was
thrown into a lake. Villain: Nash. A renegade vigilante Samuel J. Bodine Sam J. Jones , a failed
Texas Ranger applicant challenges Walker with his attempts to capture several escaped
criminals, but he inadvertently endangers innocent civilians in the process. Meanwhile, Evie
Kim Myers , a young woman who works in the Ranger Office falls in love with a man named
Tommy Williams, who unbeknownst to her, is actually the renegade vigilante Walker's looking
for. Villain:Samuel Bodine. Before a condemned man's execution, Walker finds new evidence
that may clear the man's name. But when the man doesn't want to change his plea, Walker
suspects blackmail, and must prove it before the man is put to death. Villain:Leon Muncie.
William A. Diane, an old flame of Trivette's asks him to help her brother Randy who is involved
with an illegal street fighting ring. Walker and Trivette join the gang by posing as street fighters,
and Randy learns from them that the opponent he thought he had accidentally killed, actually
died from a overdose of morphine. Though he realizes that his boss was responsible, Randy is
forced to continue fighting when his boss kidnaps Diane to keep him in line, and Trivette must
hold off Randy so Walker can use the opportunity to save Diane and put an end to the fights for
good. Walker's cousin, David "Little Eagle" Jackson, returns to the reservation after studying
medicine to find that many do not like him, including his girlfriend's father a member of the
reservation's tribal council , whose murder he soon witnesses. Walker must clear his cousins'
name when he is arrested for the murder by two corrupt FBI agents who framed him for murder
of the tribal leader who they killed after he uncovers they conspired with a mining tycoon to
steal land belonging to the reservation. Kurt Nypo, a powerful drug dealer, is attempting to get
rid of Walker when he starts to get close. Nypo also has Tony Kingston, one of Walker's karate
students and whose mom he is dating , deliver the drugs. Meanwhile, the Rangers are working

on locating a rapist at a college that Alex teaches at. Tony is busted for delivering the drugs, but
refuses to come forward to protect his mother. After Nypo puts her in the hospital, Tony
attempts to take matters into his own hands, and Walker, who is being held captive must escape
and bust Nypo and his drug lord boss. Meanwhile, the Rangers continue their investigation on
the college rapist and suspect that a professor that Alex knows might be the rapist. Walker and
Trivette, despite having no jurisdiction , travel to Mexico to rescue a captured D. Chris Bunch
and Allan Cole. Walker does some soul searching after he nearly causes a young man's death
during a hostage situation. He ends up helping another young man Tobey Maguire , who is on
the run for stealing drugs from a mob boss to impress his estranged father. Lawrence Hertzog.
Walker is asked by Alex and an old Justice Department colleague of hers to go undercover and
infiltrate the committee: a secret group of dirty law officials cops, lawyers, and a judge who use
vigilante style tactics to kill criminals released due to legal procedures. To get in, he is forced to
display a harsher attitude and put his career and life on the line to bust them. To top it off, one
of their members, a public defender who Walker befriends, is marked as a target when she has
second thoughts about the committee's actions, which puts them at risk of being exposed.
Using a psychic to help locate a kidnapped 8-year-old girl earns Trivette ridicule from his fellow
Rangers, except from Walker and C. While transporting a condemned man from Ohio to Texas ,
his friends hijack the plane and subdue Walker and Trivette, who must find a way to prevent his
escape. Walker and Trivette go undercover to try to catch a gang of big rig hijackers. Walker
and Trivette get help from a legendary Texas Ranger, back to seek justice for his murdered son,
in tracking down an assassin with a U. Senator in his sights. Walker investigates the claim of a
woman Danica McKellar whose baby has been kidnapped, that the baby has been seen in the
possession of a politician. The investigation leads to a baby broker agency who has been
stealing babies and conducting illegal adoptions for profit. Leonard Katzman. Trivette meets
Beau Langley, an old acquaintance of Walker, who is a sheriff in a small town who runs it with
an iron fist and promotes racism among his deputies. When he gets too close, Trivette is
captured, and learns that with a young teenage boy he is to be put to death in a secret location
where the remains of other captured prisoners are. With time running out, Walker must find a
way to get someone to reveal what is going on, rescue Trivette and the boy, and put an end to
the sheriff's racial tyranny. After a cattle inspector is killed by rustlers, Walker and Trivette work
with the inspector's deputy to find those responsible, but the rustlers seem to be one step
ahead of the Rangers. Walker suspects a mole, and must find a way to uncover it before the
rustlers' trail gets cold. A deadly new designer drug sends Walker and Trivette out into the
nightlife to seek its source. Meanwhile, Alex is having a recurring nightmare of Walker being
shot, which is connected with this case. The death of a man who tried to bring Alex information
on a plot to exterminate a group of wild mustangs leads Walker to a local ranch run by two
brothers, Ned and Mitch Travis. The elder brother Ned, who is responsible is intending to get
out of a lease agreement by getting rid of the herd although Mitch is unaware of the murder. But
when Walker gets too close, Ned and his gang are able to trap him in the badlands with no
means of communication. Now, Walker must ride with the leader of the herd in order to turn the
tables on them in time. Walker winds up in a coma after trying to save a child from a car that
teetered off a bridge following a hit-and-run accident. As Trivette and C. While attending the
funeral of Chief Six Feathers, Walker learns that his death was not an accident, as he refused to
turn over Cherokee land to a land developing company and his son and Walker's blood brother
Billy Gray Wolf August Schellenberg is launching an act of vengeance against the man within
the company who is responsible, and Walker must stop him before Billy goes too far, while
Trivette looks into finding evidence to prove that Chief Six Feathers was murdered. Note : In
syndication, this is a two-part episode. After receiving information about Dallas police officers
dealing in drugs seized from a past bust, Alex receives a threat on her life. Walker and Trivette
suspect that the assassination attempt is from a result of career criminal Mitch Cutter, whom
Alex has been struggling to prosecute, and who also seems to be linked to the corrupt cops and
stolen narcotics. They must prove it before Cutter can make another attempt to kill Alex.
Nicholas Corea. The Japanese Yakuza kidnap the daughter of Jesse Morell, a Texas power
broker in order to get revenge on his security chief Manzo Tokada. Tokada, a former Japanese
policeman, previously infiltrated their gang before faking his death with Jesse's help after his
cover was blown. However, Tokada refuses Walker's assistance, preferring to handle the task
his way. Note : This episode marks the debut of the show's theme song "Eyes of a Ranger",
sung by Chuck Norris, which first appears in the opening and closing credits. Christian I. Nyby
II. Walker and Trivette chance upon a planned train robbery after Trivette gets the pair work on a
movie set. A masked group consisting of spoiled rich boys have chosen to clean up the streets
their way by beating up the homeless. But when one of their attacks results in a homicide,
Walker goes undercover as a homeless man to catch them before they can destroy a homeless

shelter and kill a witness to the crime. Walker and Trivette set out to track down LaRue and save
her and the other hostages before LaRue kills them all. A series of high-profile robberies puzzle
the Rangers, but when one results in the death of Logan Reno, Walker's ex-partner, it becomes
a personal crusade. As he works on helping Logan's two children a rebellious teenage son and
a cop daughter who wants in on the case cope with their loss, Walker and Trivette suspect that
an employee of an armored car company that have been present during these thefts may be
working with the robbers whom the Rangers discover are ex-military. Nelson and Rick
Kelbaugh. A judge is killed during a secret meeting with Alex and Walker, by a man who reveals
to Walker that the one who ordered the hit is D. Dade Howard Keel , a respectable businessman
who has been keeping his true activities hidden from the law. Alex and Walker are forced to
make a deal with the judge's killer in order to get his testimony to convict Dade. But after the
killer himself is murdered to keep him from testifying, Walker remembering that the man said
that Dade once made adult films, decides to track down one of the actresses a girl known by the
stage name, "Candy Delight" suspecting that she was underage at the time. However, an
informant in Alex's office is keeping Dade up to date on the Rangers' moves. Walker finds the
actress is now a married woman with a husband and two young children, who is unwilling to
testify about her past. Not wanting to ruin the woman's happy life, Walker chooses against
convincing her to testify, but Dade is determined to get rid of witnesses, and Walker must save
her from being killed by Dade's hitmen. Walker investigates when Cherokee youths led by
Tommy Bright Hawk, the son of Billy Gray Wolf from the earlier Season 2 episode "Rainbow
Warrior" steals artifacts from a museum, claiming they were illegally taken from their ancestral
burial grounds. As Billy joins Walker to save Tommy, the two uncover a secret operation of
smugglers stealing artifacts from Native American burial grounds that are being sold to
museums for profit. Steven L. Walker seeks to disprove 40 years of UFO sightings in a small,
Texas town, while also trying to find the missing father of a young girl. During the pursuit,
Walker is attacked by a rattlesnake. Notes: In syndication, this is a two-part episode. Walker
with the aid of a jet pack and Trivette protect a Mexican Presidential candidate Gregory Sierra
from a deadly assassin Robin Sachs. An escaped psychopathic prisoner named Max Kale Ed
O'Ross goes on a spree, eager to kill people who helped put him away in prisonâ€”a list of
people including Walker, Alex, a doctor named Jane Pine, a judge named Hollister, Max's
ex-wife Angela, and the neighbors from the street where Max was raised. Now Walker must do
whatever it takes to protect the people and put an end to Kale's rampage. While on loan to the
DEA for a case, Walker and Trivette head to Miami, Florida , where Walker poses as a cocaine
dealer to help break up a drug trafficking operation and rescue a cop that is being held hostage.
When an undercover cop winds up dead, Walker goes undercover at an oil rig to locate The
Guardians, a group of eco-terrorists that have infiltrated the rig with the intention of blowing it
up. Walker and C. The Rangers' investigation of the murder of an assistant high school football
coach leads to their discovery of a blackmail plot towards the team caused by an illegal
high-stakes gambling ring and they must end it before the state tournament game the high
school team had been preparing for starts. Running Wolf, a malevolent medicine man Billy
Drago resurrects after the desecration of his burial ground, and Walker must confront his past
demons if he hopes to stop the spirit before he gets revenge. After learning that one of his
parent's killers was never brought to justice, Walker finds a witness and goes undercover to
locate the culprit. In a small town, an elderly woman is murdered and a young mentally disabled
man who was living with her is accused of murdering her by a lynch mob who is led by a
vengeful father whose son was accidentally killed by the man several years earlier which
demands to settle it with vigilante-style justice. Walker and Trivette must prove his innocence
before the mob extracts vengeance. Alex and Walker's whitewater rafting trip becomes a
working vacation when one of the rafters is murdered. Meanwhile, Trivette and CD are on the
trail of an escaped convict who's headed down river in the same direction as Alex and Walker.
Note: Parts 1 and 2 are shown as a single episode on the DVD release. See Part 1 above. A gang
leader who is trying to start a turf war attempts to recruit one of Walker's karate students,
Tommy Lopez, to his side. When Tommy refuses, the gang severely wounds his older brother
Ernesto, a former member of theirs, in a drive-by shooting and frames a rival gang who they had
shot just moments previously for it, and Walker must stop the rival gang from retaliating and
igniting the turf war, as well as prevent Tommy, who decides to join Ernesto's old gang to get
retribution for his brother's shooting not knowing that they are actually responsible for it , from
throwing his life away in an act of misguided vengeance. Victor DeMarco Joseph Campanella , a
mob boss who was put away in prison years ago, is given a new trial and intends to go free by
using false witnesses. After his men kill two of the real witnesses, Walker and Trivette go
undercover to protect the final witness, a rodeo rider who is an ex-boyfriend of Alex after he
refuses protective custody. Irish militants are trying to kill a peacemaker. But when the plan

results in the leader being captured, the man's son plots to free him. Note: This episode serves
as a backstory for the season 6 episode " Second Chance ". On top of all that, Trivette gets
exposed, forcing Walker to work alone and bust the warden before his own cover is blown and
the felon walks free. Paroled on a technicality , Victor LaRue pretends to have changed as he
takes revenge on Walker and Alex. Alex helps an abused wife at a mountain retreat of her
women's support group to see that her violent husband can never change, but when he tracks
her down to the retreat's location, it places all of them in danger. After saving a female Mexican
immigrant who was brought in illegally and forced into prostitution, Walker goes undercover
with Mexican agent Jesse Rodriguez from the Season 2 episode "Standoff" as a peasant to
track a large operation of slave-labor smugglers in Mexico that are migrating Mexican
immigrants into the United States illegally by tricking them with false promises of providing
them with a better life. While being put to work at a farm, Jesse finds one of their men there to
whom he once arrested a long time ago could identify him as a police officer once he
remembers him which puts both his and Walker's cover at risk, forcing Walker to take a daring
risk by showing his worth in standing up to the slavers to meet the real leader of this
slave-labor operation before their cover is blown. Meanwhile, after the female immigrant they
saved is recaptured and forced back into prostitution, Trivette leads a manhunt to get her back.
Action surrounding Walker stymies Trivette's attempts to impress the female reporter of a
"Behind the Badge" documentary show. A blow to the head leaves Walker with amnesia during
an undercover operation to uncover money laundering at a casino, and his only ally is a female
spy who must help him recover his memory to bust the scam. A senator proposes to save
money by disbanding the Texas Rangers. But when his daughter is kidnapped by a gang of
jewelry store robbers, he refuses the Rangers' help, choosing to rely on the F. While on
vacation at a friends' house, heroin smugglers lay siege on their house when Alex and their
friend's son accidentally stumble on their operation. Things become complicated when the son
is critically wounded and Walker and Trivette's guns start running low on ammunition, forcing
Walker to use guerrilla tactics to pick off the attackers. Nicholas Corea and Terry D. A Russian
policeman comes to Texas to help the Texas Ranger deal with Russian criminals that are
attempting to take over a local organization. When Trivette tells him, and mentions that it was
written by Chuck Norris , Walker gives the impression that he's never heard of Norris although
he does correct Trivette on the number of world karate championships Norris had won. This
episode shows that Chuck Norris exists in the show's fictional universe. While he and C. When
Walker finds himself buried alive with the boy, it is up to Trivette to rescue them. A serial killer
from C. Features Baboon. They learn that Master Rin is searching for the reincarnation of his
former master, Lama Dolgin, whom Rin believes to be Davey he is later proven correct. When
Master Rin is hurt while protecting Davey, when they are attacked during Tai Chi practice by a
man who believes himself to be the reincarnation of a man named Chang, who Lama Dolgin
disgraced when he defeated Chang after the man had challenged him and who Dolgin stopped
from committing ritual suicide he later swore to take revenge on the Lama. Walker must fight
Chang in order to protect young Davey. After the leader of a white-supremacist group is
arrested for the murder of Trivette's military cousin, the group retaliates by taking over a
minority-owned television station and threatens the lives of the hostages including Alex if their
leader is not released. As she helplessly lies there, defeated, everyone looks on, waiting for
Walker, who's now their last hope, but may have to fight Hawkins to the death. The spirit of a
dead Apache teenage boy assists Walker to discover who murdered him eight years prior. A
group of vigilante cops from the Brookdale Police Department have been targeting and
murdering criminals who get off due to technicalities as the group's founder killed a criminal
that got off on a technicality after the criminal murdered the founder's younger brother, who
was a rookie cop. Meanwhile, Walker helps Ernesto Lopez who had joined Marine Corps after
recovering from being shot in " The Covenant " , who has been accused of rape the victim had
mistakenly picked him out of a police lineup and Alex is able to help him uncover DNA evidence
that would prove his innocence. However, before this becomes public knowledge, the rogue
cops murder Ernesto and it becomes a personal issue for Walker, especially when they decide
to kill Walker before he can expose them after figuring out who they are. An agricultural feed is
tested on the Cherokee reservation by a company that is more interested with containing the
information from their research rather than to contain the virus. But when Walker learns that the
company had murdered an informant who tried to inform Alex about the company's motives, he
soon finds that the company intends to massacre the Cherokee inhabitants to keep their
research a secret. Now, Walker is on a race against time before the research kills the natives
and destroys the reservation. Alex's attorney father, Gordon Cahill Rod Taylor , who walked out
on his family years ago because of his problems with alcoholism, is defending Karl Mayes, the
crime boss that she is prosecuting. But when Mayes' henchman Hendricks disguises himself as

a cop and kills a witness that Walker has in custody, Gordon quits the case out of disgust.
However, this makes him a key witness and both he and Alex are next on Mayes' hit list. A
military helicopter with stealth capabilities has been stolen to be utilized by a drug cartel.
Teague who betrayed and abandoned his unit during the war in Vietnam , leaving the men
including Walker for dead. With no time to lose, Walker must catch Shrader before the
helicopter falls into the cartel's hands. The Rangers seek out a trio of construction workers,
who have been using date rape drugs to subdue and assault young women. Things get personal
for Walker when Darcy Reynolds Yelba Osorio , the daughter of his friend Cora Reynolds
Rosanna DeSoto , falls victim to the trio while out celebrating her 21st birthday, and she
struggles to deal with the traumatic experience. After the rapists' next victim turns up dead from
a rohypnol overdose, Walker turns up the heat on the investigation, prompting the trio to take
drastic measures to shake the Rangers off their trail. Meanwhile, Alex and Darcy's mother try to
get Darcy to attend a rape victim support group, but Darcy finds the process too painful and
wants to put the rape behind her. She later reconsiders when her mother reveals that she was
raped by a family friend as a child, and that she regrets having suffered alone in silence all
those years because of being unaware about victim's support groups like them in front of her
daughter, Alex, and the support group. Walker and Alex lead an expedition in Utah to locate a
crashed plane, that was used as an escape by criminals eight years ago to rob a bank and kill
seven people, including the local sheriff, who was one of Walker's friends. However, a group of
opportunists hearing that there is three million dollars on board, secretly follow the group to
take the cash for themselves. Unbeknownst to either group, one of the robbers survived the
plane crash, and has been living in a cave as a mountain cannibal, who now stalks the two
groups looking to claim more victims. Nicholas Corea and Bob Gookin. Walker and Trivette
must locate the bus through the severe weather before it runs out of air. A homeless man's dog
helps Walker track down the assailants behind an assault and near death of a priest. Meanwhile,
Alex and C. The Viper, a deadly international assassin, is in Texas, and Walker must stop him
before he strikes again. This episode aired just four days before Christmas in After surviving a
plane crash that was supposed to kill him and Charlie Brooks Terry Kiser , an important witness
and former mob accountant, Walker must protect Charlie and the other survivors from hit men
who have come to finish them off. The Rangers set up a camp to help troubled teens with
pressure, with the assistance of Charlie Brooks, who had been sentenced to community
service. However, one of the teens endangers everybody at Ranger Camp by unknowingly
stealing a money bag from drug dealers. With Walker indisposed as he had been called away
earlier, Trivette must deal with the drug dealers alone. Walker clears the name of a young
martial artist framed for drug possession and the murder of his trainer, and then trains him for a
kickboxing tournament championship. The harassment by him eventually becomes so bad, that
she almost gives up her dream of becoming a Texas Ranger until Walker convinces her
otherwise. But when Stafford ignores the restraining order Walker had Alex issue and attacks
her in her home, Bobbie must fight him off on her own. Walker goes undercover as a high
school teacher to help bust a drug ring that are using Powerballs, a deadly drug that had killed a
couple of students, as well as help his students improve themselves. Walker, who still holds a
deep grudge against Pike for Ellen's death, is forced to set aside his anger to protect his friends
and find enough evidence to send the boss back to prison for good. He kills the judge and
demands to see Walker, who is off tracking other criminals, and taunts Alex while he waits.
LaRue's manic actions range from death threats for a sandwich, televising his crimes,
terrorizing a divorced couple at a custody hearing, and killing people at random. When Walker
finally forces his way into the courtroom, LaRue fires a shot at Walker, whom fatally shoots him
in return. Later, as LaRue's body is taken away on a gurney, Alex has a conscious nightmare
that he snaps back to life. Walker protects a young man who has stolen a jade dragon from a
Chinese gang who believes it has magical power. Walker helps one of his karate students, a
ten-year-old girl named Kyla Jarvis Kyla Pratt after she miraculously survives being severely
wounded in a drive-by shooting. Young Kyla reveals that she had a Near-death experience
where she went to heaven and encountered an Angel who gives her a divine mission from God
to help end violence in her community with Walker's help and support. To succeed though, he'll
need to convince her grandfather, frustrated Vietnam veteran turned anti-gang vigilante Leon
Barlow, to use a less violent approach to fighting gangs, and stop local gang the " B-3 Dukes "
and their ruthless leader Zach Russell Stoney Jackson , who was responsible for ordering the
drive-by shooting of Barlow that resulted in Kyla's getting shot as retaliation for a firebombing
of a B-3 Dukes' crack house by Barlow's vigilante group composed of other frustrated
residents, while also helping young gangbanger Bobby Miller Patrick Malone who is conflicted
over his unwitting role as Kyla's shooter and disagrees with Russell's cold blooded mentality
and methods to stray away from the gang life. Ranger Bobbie Hunt Tammy Lauren reprises the

role of Roberta "Bobbie" Hunt who successfully became a Ranger at the end of the " 99th
Ranger " goes undercover to gather evidence against crime boss Sal Matacio Dan Lauria , who
is raising his ten-year-old son, Nicholas Joseph Ashton , to take over the family business, as
well as plotting to kill his ex-wife Dana Mary Chris Wall when he fears she might eventually
agree to Walker's efforts of having her testify against him to get Nicholas back. The search for a
cop killer gets personal especially for Walker. When Trivette is shot and badly injured while
following a lead, it confirms that the cop-killer is not killing at random, but is instead only
targeting certain cops due to a personal vendetta. Walker and Trent soon discover that the
killer's next target is Carlos, as Carlos confirms the killer is actually a violent ex-cop named Rod
Barkley, who is targeting the cops he blames for ruining his career. When Alex's former lover,
who's also the defending attorney in her current trial, turns up dead beside her in bed, she's
accused of his murder and sent to a women's prison that's packed with inmates who hold a
grudge against her, though her cellmate who was put in there due to a botched defense is able
to protect her. While Gordon Cahill returns to defend Alex in court, he helps Walker suspect that
Lane Tillman Robert Forster â€”the man Alex was prosecutingâ€”had a good reason to frame
her. Joey Prado John Haymes Newton the kickboxer from the episode "Full Contact" graduates
from the academy with the best marks since Walker. One of his first assignments is to go
undercover as a drug dealer. Along the way, he reunites with his childhood friend and sworn
blood brother , Victor Solano Damon Collazo , who is one of the men he has to arrest. Joey
finds himself in the precarious position of having to deceiving his former friend by convincing
him that he is a criminal and earning his trust in order to gather enough evidence to take down
both Victor and his boss. As a child, Logan witnessed the murder of his sister and their parents
by a corrupt politician; Logan withholds all evidence regarding their killer from the authorities,
since this matter is personal. The difference herein is that the Chuck Norris character â€”
Logan's uncle Jake, himself a retired Airborne Ranger â€” supports this private vendetta
instead of opposing it. Moreover, like many episodes of WTR, the movie has a supernatural
element: Logan's never-explained premonitions of danger. After an explosives expert known as
the Iceman is hospitalized, the Rangers are forced to ask their old friend, Charlie Brooks, for
help in catching a local crime boss who had hired the Iceman for a job, since Charlie bears a
resemblance to the Iceman due to Terry Kiser portraying both of them. While Charlie agrees to
do this in exchange for not having to serve the rest of his community service, he soon loses the
device that allowed Walker to keep track of him, not to mention that the Iceman soon escapes
from the hospital. After Lucas' mother dies, Walker takes him to the Cherokee Reservation to
help him overcome his nightmares and tell him about his A. S condition. At the same time,
Walker also must get a powerful drug cartel leader before he kills Lucas, as he's the only
witness to his drugs operation. Trivette visits old friend Josh Leonard who is also his
girlfriend's father in a nursing home, who is unable to find the tape recorder he had that would
tell Trivette about the suspicious things the doctors were up to, not knowing that one of the
home's abusive orderlies had found it first. Upon learning of this evidence, the head doctor Gail
Strickland murders Josh by making it look like a heart attack to prevent him from exposing
them and based on Trivette's suspicions, a few clues are uncovered that suggests the doctors
are conducting illegal experiments on their elderly patients in order to put a new Alzheimer's
drug on the market to profit from. Note: Chuck Norris is the only regular cast member to appear
in this two-part episode. Walker continues to tell the story of Hayes Cooper. And he continues
when Cooper upon seeing the family he befriended killed, he sets out to go after the ones he
believes responsible for their deaths. After getting one of them, he meets a Texas Ranger
Robert Fuller who warns him about crossing the line and after saying that he gives Cooper a
Texas Ranger badge which Cooper takes. After tracking down his quarries, he gets shot but is
found by some Indians who nurse him back to health and gives him a moment to think. Notes:
This two-part episode appears to ignore parts of the story of how and when Hayes Cooper
became a Texas Ranger as depicted in the two-part season 2 episode "Flashback". Chuck
Norris is the only actor to appear in this two-part episode. After escaping a research center, a
boy with genius-level IQ gets Walker to help him find his mother and rescue a friendly scientist
when his A. Walker's idea for a "boot camp" for young offenders comes under heavy opposition
from a senator who thinks prison is the only solution and he intends to see that Walker's efforts
fail even if it means using his influence to sabotage the trial program, though Walker refuses to
give in to politics easily. Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison makes a special guest appearance as
herself. James Lee Crown Randolph Mantooth , a horse owner, wants to win races in order to
increase his horse's stud fees, even if it means by cheating. Crown murders a rival horse, along
with its owner and trainer the latter of whom was secretly working for him that beat his horse in
a race. He then sets his sights on fixing an upcoming race by targeting another rival horse
Rainbow's End, which is owned by one of Walker's friends. Walker must stop Crown before he

reaches the horse and his friend's daughter. Alex's cellmate Alfre from the season 4 episode
"Texas vs. Cahill" is now out of prison since Gordon Cahill was working on getting her released
at the end of that episode and has a job as a female construction worker, but she finds herself
in danger after threatening to blow the whistle on unsafe construction practices, which are
secretly caused by a small group of employees led by the site foreman who are actually running
an illegal money-making scam behind their company owner's back. Walker and Alex must keep
Alfre and her family safe and expose the scam before the group gets to her first to keep their
activities secret. When two recently adopted orphans run away from their new foster home
when they misinterpret a discussion between their foster parents and think that one of them
might be sent back to the orphanage which was actually about how their foster parents could
not afford to have two "cars" , they witness a murder, and Walker, with the help of Jack Belmont
the homeless veteran from the Season 4 episode "Lucky" , must save the two from being killed
before they can give testimony. An archaeologist on the Cherokee reservation is murdered
when a greedy oil company learns there's oil under her dig site. Her rejected would-be suitor,
Sam Coyote Eloy Casados , a reservation cop and friend of Walker, is used to take the fall for
her murder. Walker must work on clearing him before Sam is transferred to F. Prison escapees
take refuge in a church where Alex and her battered women's group are meeting and take them
and the church's nuns hostage, threatening to kill them if their demands are not met. While
there he becomes suspicious over the mystery of what happened to his predecessor. Walker,
Trivette, and Alex are later asked to go to the club discreetly to keep an eye on the rich CEOs
that would be attending a social function at the club. However behind the scenes, C. Walker
helps a pro wrestler Cody "The Crusader" Conway "Rowdy" Roddy Piper whose ex-wife is in
hiding after witnessing a murder by her boss Tony Ramos and has sent their son Jake whom he
was unaware of to him for his own safety. However, Cody's attempt to bond with Jake becomes
complicated, as Cody is dealing with stress, having recently learned from his doctor that he has
a life-threatening condition which carries the risk of killing him if he attempts to wrestle again.
When this stress causes Jake to run away and gets kidnapped by Ramos, Cody must work on
negotiating with Ramos to get Jake back. While pursuing two armed robbers, Trivette finds a
6-year old boy shot during his pursuit of one of the robbers and believes that he is responsible.
Placed on suspension and having to deal with the moral implications such as inaccurate media
coverage which implicates Trivette and the wounded boy's older brother Kaj-Erik Eriksen ,
Trivette finds the man leading the investigation against him is an officer who has a grudge
against him for being passed over in favor of Trivette for initiation into the Texas Rangers, and
who wants to have Trivette brought up on criminal charges. Meanwhile, Walker looks into
proving that Kroeger Sal Landi â€” the man that Trivette was pursuing â€” was the one who
shot the boy. Detective Carlos Sandoval who is undercover in a drug ring is found out by the
ring leader John Vargas who had also previously murdered Carlos' older brother Hector. The
wounded Carlos escapes and is taken to a homeless shelter to recover. After he protects a
woman from her abusive ex-husband, Trent Malloy is contacted by the abused wife of a drug
lord who watched the news report about his recent exploit on TV and asks for his help in getting
away from her violent husband. To succeed, Trent asks Walker to help. The mother of Davey
reincarnation of Buddhist monk Lama Dolgin from the episode "Higher Power" , who works as
geneticist is kidnapped by a group wanting to use her research which was derived from her
son's unique DNA which grants him a form of rapid healing to create a race of genetically
superior soldiers. Davey returns to the states with Master Rin, wanting to help Walker find his
mother via a special bond he shares with his mother. To save her, however, Walker must
contend with the group's genetically enhanced enforcer. When Trivette's old girlfriend gets his
help to locate her father, then kills him and knocks out Trivette while Walker is at the boot camp
started in " Mr. Justice ". The investigation leads to a Jamaican drug gang so Trivette sets out
find out why she killed her father, but first must save her when the gang suddenly attacks her.
Roscoe Jones Paul Winfield , the minister who replaced Trent's father, is targeted by a former
military comrade, now part of a white supremacy group. Trent and Walker must stop them and
bring Jones' old comrade to justice. Joe Lopez, a paroled safecracker is approached to join a
group that needs his skills to commit a robbery. Wanting to stay straight for his family's sake
and repair his strained relationship with his son Tommy who previously appeared in Season 3's
"The Covenant" , Joe asks Walker for help, and has a plan to identify the leader of the group.
When a teacher who is an old friend of Walker and Trent is killed for standing up to a gang
leader, Walker goes undercover as a teacher to locate the killer as well as promote the message
of standing up to gang influence. However when Faith, one of the Walker's students, starts a
campaign to clean up the school, she also becomes a target. Walker finally decides to propose
to her after, but the wedding is then is attacked by a group of hitmen. When the shootout is all
over, Walker tries again to propose to Alex, but she is shot by Karl Storm Tobin Bell , a man she

helped incarcerate five years earlier. As Alex lies in the hospital in critical condition, Walker
embarks on a quest to find Karl Storm who wounded Alex at the end of the Season 5 cliffhanger
and bring him to justice. Carlos Sandoval's nephew-in-law, when he is falsely accused of a
crime by his greedy former employer. Before he is officially released, however, Hector is forced
to escape from prison to when he witnesses his cellmate being killed by corrupt prison guards
after he passes off evidence of guard's corruption to Hector. Sandoval tries to bring his
escaped nephew in alive but is shot by prison guards. Carlos with help from Walker must
protect Hector and bring the guards to justice. Meanwhile, Alex, after realizing she needs to do
more with her life following her recent shooting, opens her Help Our People Excel HOPE center
to help the less fortunate. Garret Stone David Parker , who Walker helped put away years prior,
is paroled and resumes his life of crime. Trivette infiltrates his gang to bring him back to justice
once again. Meanwhile, Alex and Carlos attempt to help save a youth from gang life. Walker
investigates a mystery illness sweeping across the children on his Cherokee reservation from
polluted water, and after two children die, suspicion falls on a nearby factory. When the E. A
convict escapes from prison seeking retribution for those responsible for putting him there. The
convict having already murdered his case's prosecutor and head juror, Walker and Trivette go
on the case to stop him before he can murder his trial's judge Mike Connors , who happens to
be on a retreat with Alex, C. A Satanic symbol found at the crime scenes suggest abducted
children are going to be sacrificed on Halloween. Walker must stop whoever is planning the
sacrifice before it is too late. Appropriately, this episode aired on Halloween night in the only
such episode to do so. A camping trip turns nightmarish when Alex is kidnapped by a trio of
deranged brothers, and the men Walker, Trivette, Trent, and Carlos must come to the rescue.
Walker and the Rangers find themselves in the middle of an IRA conflict when a former member
brings his daughter Mika Boorem to Dallas for medical treatment, and she is kidnapped by a
splinter faction in retaliation for her father's killing one of their members, albeit in self-defense.
Walker and Trivette must save the girl before either the group or her sickness claim her life.
Note: this episode is tied to the events of the season 3 episode "Flashpoint". In another Hayes
Cooper adventure, Mormons and their wagon train must be defended from outlaws. Teenage
country music artist Lila McCann plays an aspiring singer. She is being closely followed by the
wealthy and entitled Brad Alt Sean Kanan and follows him under the pretense that he will help
her launch her career. What she does not know is that he is trying to gain control of the heroin
industry in Dallas, and is the focus of a Ranger investigation. This episode also featured an
appearance by Michael Peterson. A corrupt sheriff Lee Majors fakes a drug-related accident to
disguise a murder of a trucker who refused to participate in his drug smuggling. But when the
boy's mother claims to Alex that he would not have anything to do with drugs, she gets Walker
and Trivette to help her investigate. Carlos' nephew Jesse is in trouble with the law when a gun
is found in his room, that was used by a man named Johnny Blade Dan Clark to kill a cop and
was hidden there by one of Jesse's friends who was also an accomplice of Blade. When Blade
finds out, he kidnaps Jesse's mother Ada Maris , then has his lawyer Michael Costello help him
force Jesse to take the rap for the crime or they would kill his mother. A special girl is the only
witness to Trent's stabbing attack, and the Rangers need her to identify the assailant Gary
Busey to prove that the man who Trent was going to testify against is behind the attack. A
principal of a high school Morgan Stevens , who is an old friend of Walker, has his suspicions
about a faculty member who is supplying drugs and is murdered when he accidentally
witnesses the exchange between a teacher James Remar and a student after the Rangers
busted the Head of Security who was thought to be the ringleader. Walker and Trivette go
undercover as the new Principal and Head of Security to find those responsible. The Rangers
investigate a series of suspicious accidents involving a Cherokee Indian racing team that are
being caused by Team Forbes, a rival team that wants to put them out of the race for good.
Meanwhile, Trent and Carlos search for a kidnapped young girl Sara Hickman and rescue her
from a pedophile. This forces Team Forbes to try to destroy Team Cherokee's car before the
next race. Meanwhile, after uncovering the evidence that would convict a young girl's kidnapper
and molester Lynn Mathis , Trent's car is stolen with the evidence, promoting the Rangers to
search for the thieves to recover the evidence. Trivette's girlfriend disappears and pictures of
her surface on an Internet site, with details that suggests that she is to be sold in a sex-slavery
auction with other missing girls. He and Walker then have only a few days to find her before she
is sold. Alex and Trivette reminisce about Walker's past adventures as they are waiting to be
rescued after being imprisoned in a tank filled with cold water by Caleb Hooks who Walker
encountered and defeated in the Season 3 episode, "The Avenger" , who once again is out for
revenge on Walker for the death of his brother Randall. Trivette's brother, Simon, is arrested by
the Rangers, and find out that Simon has been told to kill him. Walker and Trivette must find out
the person who ordered the hit to clear him. Note: This episode is dedicated to the memory of

creative consultant Nicholas Corea â€”99 , who died of pancreatic cancer after filming was
completed. While Walker and Trivette are busy going after an escaped convict and find that he
had been hired for some kind of job, C. A loan shark, who has a minister's son under his thumb,
attempts to steal a charitable telethon 's proceeds, and Walker must stop him and save the boy
while dealing with two competitive German officers in a competition. Alex's attempt to
prosecute a gang leader is having some difficulty when his gang starts using fear tactics with
arson to prevent the witnesses from testifying. However, it gets out of hand when Metro Fire
Captain Jacob Crossland John Schneider denounces their act as cowardly on the news, and the
gang responds by attacking the firefighters during their next attack, during which Jacob is shot
and severely injured after rescuing a man from the fire. It's up to Walker and Trivette to stop the
gang before anyone else gets hurt. In this season-ending cliffhanger, a wealthy Dallas family
and staff are murdered by a group of masked men as an example. This was part of a larger plan
that was meant to extort millions of dollars from other wealthy families. In this concluding
episode from the Season 6 cliffhanger, Walker and Alex survive a plane crash and end up on an
island with critical evidence of a mass murder spree killer in their hands and a group of
mercenaries sent in to kill them. As Trivette and mission control are busy trying to locate them,
they are unaware the pilot they initially asked to locate them is actually the one who shot down
the plane and purposely misdirected them. It is now a race against time for Walker and Alex to
be rescued before the murderer is set free. Terrorists plan an urban release of anthrax in 48
hours, sending Walker and Trivette into action to stop them. Note: Although Sydney Cook Nia
Peeples and Francis Gage Judson Mills appear in the credited cast of the first episode of this
season, this episode is actually the first in which they appear. However the accountant's wife
mistakenly calls her mother to let her know they are alright despite being warned earlier not to ,
alerting the mob boss to the safe house's location. An Indian shaman transports Walker back to
the 19th century to prevent a recurrence of a 20th-century injustice. Sydney and Gage go
undercover in a bar to locate Gage's reporter sister who had gone missing working on a story
regarding the bar's owner. Meanwhile, Walker and Alex's romantic camping trip is interrupted
by a lost Boy Scout troop. Rob Wright. Record pirates kidnap the Lynn sisters who play
themselves in this episode , hoping their disappearance will help sales of their bootlegs. The
deaf daughter of an Elvis impersonator witnesses the murder of an undercover cop by a mob
boss's underlings, necessitating the Rangers' protection until the boss can be taken down. With
the community gearing up for its first rodeo for charity, a father targets Trivette, after Trivette
accidentally killed his son, who had tried to sexually assault a female rider. But after bull rider
Ty Murray who plays himself in this episode is injured in one of the revenge attempts, Walker
must take his place to ride a dangerous bull known as the Widow Maker. After an undercover
cop is killed inside an Arkansas prison while investigating enforced prize fighting , Walker,
Trivette, and Gage at the request of the Arkansas Governor go there undercover as being
out-of-state cops makes it easier for them to maintain their cover. To succeed with this
operation, the Rangers need to prove that the warden is involved. Sydney poses as a singer to
investigate a corrupt club owner, while Walker seeks to end the conditions that led to a
middle-schooler's suicide. Clarence Gilyard Jr. When Brad, an employee of a genetic research
facility finds sarin nerve gas there, he enlists his younger brother Danny to help get a sample of
the gas to the authorities, which backfires and results in Brad's death and Danny being left
badly hurt and with amnesia. Danny needs the rangers' protection until he can recover his
memories to verify the assailants, as the owner of the facility plans to use the gas at an
upcoming military air show in an act of revenge against the military's top brass as he blames
them for his son's suicide. The Rangers investigate a rash of armored car robberies by a group
dressed as Santa Claus. At the same time, a church where ex-gang members worship is robbed
of their Christmas donations by current members and the church pastor is accidentally injured
during the robbery. The episode ends with the whole cast and crew wishing everyone happy
holidays. Note: This episode was also Noble Willingham's last appearance on the series. Just as
Walker and Alex decide to get engaged, Walker is temporarily blinded by a bomb during an
attempt on his life. While Walker learns to cope with this disability, the other Rangers seek out
those responsible. Note: The opening credits are slightly modified for the remainder of the
season following Noble Willingham's departure from the series. A retired Texas Ranger Robert
Fuller joins Walker in the pursuit of those who shot his daughter during a jewelry store robbery.
Mike Norris. After a powerful laser is stolen, Walker hunts down the thieves to discover they
have subsequently had it stolen from them. Seeking to prove her father innocent of murder, a
female student Tammy Townsend gets Trivette to help. Meanwhile, registering for their wedding
shows Alex a part of Walker she'd not seen before. In this crossover episode, which continued
from the Martial Law episode "Honor Among Strangers", Walker comes back from Los Angeles
with Sammo Law Sammo Hung to track down the white supremacist Cliff Eagleton, whom they

had caught but had later escaped custody. To help determine Eagleton's next target, Sydney
and Gage go undercover to gather information, with Gage infiltrating Eagleton's hate group and
Syndey going to a ranch owned by the man who is financing Eagleton's operations. Gage is
assaulted by a diplomat 's son, who is protected by diplomatic immunity. However, when Gage
reveals he overheard the son talking about a drug shipment, the Rangers start a new
investigation, when they believe that it's connected to the deaths of several students and gang
members. The Texas Rangers must stop a white supremacist group from destroying a Unity
Festival. Meanwhile, Gage finds out that a little boy is being tempted towards gang life by his
brother's influence and decides to be a positive role model to help steer him away from it.
Walker seeks to bring justice to a Vietnamese gang responsible for murdering the son of his
former martial arts instructor. The Rangers incur the wrath of a Mexican drug lord by
intercepting several shipments of cannabis. Alex and Sydney were kidnapped by the drug lord
at the end of the episode. They work their way across the Mexican countryside to Casa Diablo.
In the ensuing showdown, the drug lord and his brother are both killed. On a wilderness trip for
Walker's Bachelor Party, the men Walker, Trivette, and Gage have to contend with both a violent
criminal out on bail and an equally violent grizzly bear which puts Gage in critical condition. As
Walker and Alex prepare to tie the knot, Walker finds out that they have both been targeted for
death by an assassin. The wedding, which features a performance by country singer Tracy
Lawrence , proceeds without incident. However, what happens en route to their honeymoon in
Paris is a different story. In syndication, this is a two-part episode; however, it is one episode on
the DVD release. To catch a group of kidnappers targeting newborns, Sydney and Gage play the
role of the parents of the most recent baby-napping. Meanwhile, Alex encounters a man trying
to force tenants out of rent-controlled apartments and convinces a judge to halt the owner's
attempt to have the place condemned so he can demolish it to make room for a strip mall. When
a boy accidentally witnesses the owner's accomplice sabotaging the building's furnace so the
owner could stage an accident to demolish the building without being held liable and is trapped,
Walker must rescue him before the building collapses. A rookie police officer, trying to expose
corruption in his department is forced to take Alex hostage after they framed him for stealing
drug evidence and killed his partner. Walker must protect the rookie cop who happens to a
descendant of legendary Texas Ranger, Hayes Cooper from both the corrupt officers and the
rest of his own department who believe him to be dirty until he and Alex can prove his
innocence and find the person who framed him. On the reservation, Walker investigates the
mystery of a statue of a white buffalo an animal sacred to the local native Americans that
appears to cry real tears. Gage goes undercover to bust the dealers of a designer drug called
"white buffalo", while Sydney and Alex, who are on a hike in the mountains with a young
Cherokee girl Fawn to visit the site where the last white buffalo was killed, inadvertently stumble
upon the headquarters of the drug distributors and Sydney is injured when she is shot in the
arm forcing them to hide to escape their pursuers. A professional wrestler friend of Trivette's
dies in an act of sabotage, and when their search suggests that this was due to an extortion
scheme against his manager by a local businessman to forcibly merge his company with their
wrestling company, Sydney and Gage go undercover to gather evidence to prove it. At the end
of this episode, Walker and the group receive devastating news: C. Parker has died. Guest
starring Ernest Borgnine as Eddie Ryan. First episode of a four-part storyline, the longest in the
series, which aired over four weeks during the November sweeps in At a senator's behest,
Walker must stop a criminal genius who has infiltrated Federal law enforcement computer
systems by leading a task force consisting of himself, Trivette, Gage, Sydney, a New York cop,
and a computer hacker. Guest starring Paula Trickey Pacific Blue. In the second episode of a
four-part storyline, the Chairman Michael Ironside continues to use knowledge gained from his
computer hacking to terrorize Federal agents, and manages to keep Walker at bay. However,
Walker's hacker manages to discover a crucial detail in the Chairman's plan that could give
them a breakthrough. In the third episode of a four-part storyline, Walker begins making real
progress in ending the Chairman's reign of terror. Hoping to gain an edge over Walker, the
Chairman hijacks a plane carrying a key witness to protect one of his associates, and Gage and
Sydney are their only hope of delivering it safely. In a desperate bid to avoid capture as Walker
closes in, the Chairman orders hits on the task force. But when that fails, he kidnaps Alex in the
finale of a four-part storyline. A young woman leaves her baby with Alex after her husband is
killed by a gang of thieves. Alex decides to care for the baby, in spite of Walker's reluctance.
Attempts by the gang on the young woman's life are thwarted, with the final showdown being at
the Walker ranch, where the young woman is reunited with her parents. At the end of the
episode, Alex finds out she is eight weeks pregnant. An ambulance bringing a liver to a young
girl for transplant is hijacked by a group of bank robbers. The Rangers have little time to track
down the thieves and get the liver. Walker tries to keep promising young boxer Juan Guerro

from throwing away his future after his caring mother and abusive father are killed in a car
accident due to the father's drunk driving. Meanwhile, the Rangers start an investigation to stop
a counterfeit ecstasy ring which is selling Angel's Kiss ecstasy laced with PCP , after three
teens high on the drug are hit and killed by a train. While surveilling the drug dealers, they
witness Juan at a meeting with the ring's leader, whom Juan has been told is a big-time fight
promoter. After two bikers break their girlfriends out of a prison transport bus to continue their
bank robberies, Walker and Trivette go after them. Meanwhile, two other escapees pick up
Gage, who is in need of transportation after his bike breaks down on his way back to Dallas.
One of these women is a thrill killer, but the other is the victim of a setup by her mob boss
ex-husband, who upon hearing the news sends his men out to kill her. To help stop
gang-related activities, Walker and Boomer Knight Hulk Hogan organize basketball tournaments
amongst a group of rival gang members. Now, Walker embarks on a manhunt to rescue Boomer
and put an end to the drug dealer's reign. Walker and Alex have dinner at a local nightclub with
the wife and daughter Laura Bailey of the owner Frank Stallone. Meanwhile, Trivette goes
undercover as a street hustler to investigate recent mob-related murders. It is revealed that the
nightclub owner owes money to a loan shark who wants him to repay the debt by signing over
the club, so Walker sets out to find a way to bring down the loan shark, and the murders may
prove the smoking gun. When a lawyer preparing to file a scathing police brutality lawsuit on
behalf of a serial rapist is found dead, Walker investigates. Meanwhile, his replacement
prepares to file a lawsuit against Trivette, Sydney, and Gage on behalf of the rapist after they
attempted to apprehend him earlier. The Rangers have six hours to rescue a billionaire's
daughter before she is killed, live, over the Internet, when the girl's traitorous bodyguard takes
her hostage. Workers at a Medieval -themed restaurant moonlight as fine art and jewelry
thieves. But after one of them is killed during a robbery, Sydney and Gage go undercover at the
restaurant to find the rest of the gang. Trivette goes to a prison to pick up a prisoner that says
that he is a jinx. After a mob boss is convicted, his son decides to get revenge by targeting the
three key people that put his father away, the judge, the head juror, and the prosecuting
attorney Alex Cahill-Walker. Garry A. After a truck driver who was using meth kills a family, he
tells the Rangers who his supplier was before he dies and the supplier in turn tells them that a
biker gang gave him the meth. Alex discovers that with the driver's qualifications, he would not
have been given a trucker's license and there have also been similar recent incidents of
unqualified drivers. While Sydney and Gage go undercover as bikers to infiltrate the gang,
Trivette goes undercover as a new trucker applicant at a licensing firm to find who is illegally
issuing trucker's licenses. While Gage faces the prospect of being deaf for life, Walker and
Trivette track down the killer, who is the leader of an auto theft ring, while Sydney guards Gage.
The Rangers try to bring a halt to the black market trade of African conflict diamonds for illegal
weaponry. Meanwhile, Alex finds herself in danger of exposure to the Ebola virus, and matters
go worse when Walker and Trivette are being tracked down by the men responsible for the
illegal trade. The episode would not only turn out to be a vivid nightmare by Alex, but also a
premonition, which might result in the deaths of Walker and Trivette. Walker and Alex make
preparations for the impending arrival of their baby. Meanwhile, the Rangers end up on a movie
set and become stars in the process. A charity motorcycle ride features Walker and Trivette. In
the series finale, a gang of Walker's former enemies break out of the Texas State Penitentiary in
Huntsville. They proceed to exact revenge on Walker and his fellow Rangers by exterminating
Ranger Company B in its entirety The leader of this group, Emile Lavocat, also reveals that he
murdered C. Parker via ricin poisoning. Meanwhile, Alex goes into labor and makes clear her
concern for Walker's well-being, as she does not want to raise this baby alone; elsewhere,
Trivette asks an old girlfriend Erika to marry him. She was last seen in Season 7's "Justice
Delayed", recruiting Trivette to help clear the name of her jailed father. One last Hayes Cooper
story also concurs: Cooper retires from the Texas Rangers to raise a family, but a group of
outlaws â€” led by an old enemy who is Lavocat's ancestor â€” plot to kill him. At the episode's
end, the Rangers take down the gang with Walker blowing up Lavocat with a grenade , and Alex
and Walker introduce their daughter Angela a reference to Chuck Norris's movie Hero and the
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Texas vs. Cahill 10 May Alex wakes up in the morning and finds a gun in her hand and a dead
man beside her. Realizing she was framed, the Rangers investigate. Alex's father comes to town
to defend her. An episode worth watching to see big screen legend Rod Taylor appearing again
as Alex Cahill's Father, Gordon, a lawyer and reformed alcoholic, returning to defend his
daughter from a murder charge, and having self doubts as to whether he's up to it! Rod would
have been 67 when he did this, but can still play the tough guy who pulls no punches, but you
tend to forget that he was also a fine actor, who could lend class and charisma to any role he
played, and this is no exception. Mr Taylor lived another 18 years, passing away at age Sign In.
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Walker Clarence Gilyard Jr. Parker Sheree J. Alex Cahill Rod Taylor Gordon Cahill Steven Ford
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Gabriel Collins Nancy Lipschultz Guard Silvia Mathis Edit Storyline Alex wakes up in the
morning and finds a gun in her hand and a dead man beside her. Edit Did You Know? Was this
review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Language: English. Sound
Mix: Stereo. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your history. Cordell Walker. James Trivette as
Clarence Gilyard. Gordon Cahill. Mark Clark. Tony Seville. Lane Tillman. Mollie Seville. Judge
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films they're most excited to see in Have you added these movies to your Watchlist? Browse
our picks. See the full gallery. Search for " Redemption " on Amazon. Title: Redemption 26 Oct
Alex is about to prosecute a man named Karl Mayes. She learns that he hired her father to
defend him. Alex's father is a recovering alcoholic and Mayes gets him to drink. Eventually he's

not sure if he can defend Mayes. Which makes Mayes wonder if he can trust him to keep quiet.
Written by rcs yahoo. Worth seeing this episode if for no other reason than it guest stars the
great Rod Taylor, nearing the end of his career, and still showing what a great actor he could be,
playing Alex's alcoholic Father who has for many years been a lawyer defending various
criminals and getting them off, because "they're the ones who can afford to pay the most". In
the end it's a choice of either continuing down this path, or, trying to redeem his daughter's
love! Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you
watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits.
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Added to Watchlist. Our Most Anticipated Movies of Walker, Texas Ranger the best episodes in
order. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Redemption 26 Oct 7. Use the HTML below. You
must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Edit Cast Episode cast overview, first
billed only: Chuck Norris Cordell Walker Clarence Gilyard Jr. Parker credit only Sheree J. Alex
Cahill Rod Taylor Gordon Cahill Stephen McHattie Karl Mayes Keith Szarabajka Hendricks Maria
Arita Newscaster 1 as Mari Arita Gil Glasgow Bartender Jim Henry Gunman Rick Herod Jailer
Marshall Prichard Officer as Marshall Pritchard Gig Reeves Cowboy William Earl Ray Desk
Sergeant Joe Stevens Edit Storyline Alex is about to prosecute a man named Karl Mayes. Edit
Did You Know? Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question.
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Sydney Cooke 48 episodes, Francis Gage 47 episodes, Detective Carlos Sandoval 16 episodes,
Wes Tyson 12 episodes, Trent Malloy 13 episodes, Administrative Assistant 8 episodes, White
Eagle 6 episodes, Buzz Lee 4 episodes, Sheriff Sam Coyote 4 episodes, Wallace Slausen 4
episodes, Sergeant Vincent Rosetti 4 episodes, Nolan Pierce 4 episodes, Gordon Cahill 4
episodes, Judge Winters 4 episodes, Dead Cop 3 episodes, Tara Flynn 3 episodes, Captain Tom
Price 3 episodes, Tommy Malloy 3 episodes, Detective Sal Ochoa 3 episodes, Chen 3 episodes,
Ernesto Lopez 3 episodes, Lupe Veracruz 3 episodes, Warden 3 episodes, Mark Preston 3
episodes, FBI Asst. Billy Bob Jackson 3 episodes, Paramedic Jerry Kelsey 3 episodes, Betsy
Harper 3 episodes, Erika Carter 3 episodes, Billy Gray Wolf 2 episodes, Dan Lundy 2 episodes,
Caleb Hooks 2 episodes, Rafer Cobb 2 episodes, Joey Prado 2 episodes, Karl Storm 2 episodes,
Garland Briscoe 2 episodes, Fito 2 episodes, Maisie Whitman 2 episodes, Tommy Lopez 2
episodes, Davey 2 episodes, Jack 'Soldier' Belmont 2 episodes, Sarah Rose 2 episodes, Tony
Kingston 2 episodes, Damian Cheever 2 episodes, Adam McGuire 2 episodes, Young Cordell
Walker 2 episodes, Thaddeus 2 episodes, Brian Falcon 2 episodes, El Coyote 2 episodes, Laura
2 episodes, Mary Beth McCall 2 episodes, Master Rin 2 episodes, Ellen Simms 2 episodes,
Rachel Falcon 2 episodes, Bates 2 episodes, Mary Wilson 2 episodes, Professor Peter Needham
2 episodes, Elliot Cheever 2 episodes, Lucas Simms 2 episodes, John Red Cloud 2 episodes,
Halifax 2 episodes, Jeb Wilson 2 episodes, Trish Kingston 2 episodes, Donna McCall 2
episodes, Nurse 2 episodes, Aide 2 episodes, Juanita Ortiz 2 episodes, Clint Redman 2
episodes, Prisoner 2 episodes, Tom Wilson 2 episodes, Freddy Forbes 2 episodes, Paul Croton
2 episodes, Lieutenant Lee Corbin 2 episodes, Gunman 2 episodes, Fontemuro 2 episodes,
Silas Bedoe 2 episodes, Jeff Hyde 2 episodes, Adam Jones 2 episodes, Sheriff Arthur Rivers 2
episodes, Calvin 2 episodes, Angela Hunt 2 episodes, Bad Guy 1 2 episodes, Irv Bannister 2
episodes, Rachel Woods 2 episodes, Ross White 2 episodes, News Reporter 2 episodes,
Toomey 2 episodes, Saucedo 2 episodes, Wade Coltrane 2 episodes, Steve Phillips 2 episodes,
Chalo 2 episodes, Mike 2 episodes, Billy Jr. Scudder 2 episodes, Carmine DeSalvo 2 episodes,
Cole Hawkins 2 episodes, Wright 2 episodes, Scott Baker 2 episodes, Brody 2 episodes, Cole
Hatch 2 episodes, Bart Valen 1 episode, Kim Rivers 2 episodes, Deion Sanders 2 episodes,
Richard Mason 1 episode, Teacher 1 episode, Court Reporter 2 episodes, Dan Johnson 2
episodes, Haines 2 episodes, Minister 2 episodes, Johnson Carter 2 episodes, Bailiff 2
episodes, Michael Westmoreland 2 episodes, Bellhop 2 episodes, Phillip Moody 2 episodes,
Cruz Ortega 2 episodes, Johnny 'Giovanni Rossini' Rose 2 episodes, Ramon Ortega 2 episodes,
Saloon Girl 2 episodes, Mona 1 episode, Parker 1 episode, Jess Morell 1 episode, Mitch Cutter 1
episode, Ferris Clayton 1 episode, Sheriff Beau Langley 1 episode, Virgil Enders 1 episode,
Thelma Beck 1 episode, Milo Crane 1 episode, Linda Lee Robbins 1 episode, Joelle 1 episode,
Lyle Pike 1 episode, Running Wolf 1 episode, Duke Jamison 1 episode, Fred Kimble 1 episode,
Billy Kramer 1 episode, Jane Cousins 1 episode, Cody Preston 1 episode, Sonny Portillo 1
episode, Max Kale 1 episode, Jerry Lee Stark 1 episode, Philippe Brouchard 1 episode, Mitchell

Bolton 1 episode, Taylor Griffin 1 episode, Forest Ranger Ben Sheridan 1 episode, Harlan
Bridges 1 episode, Wade Atkins 1 episode, Leann Singer 1 episode, Dalton Reed 1 episode, Lyle
Eckert 1 episode, Vanessa St. John 1 episode, Sergeant Bob Horne 1 episode, Sergeant Major
Bart Hawkins 1 episode, Glen Larkin 1 episode, Stewart Rizor 1 episode, Adam 'The Hangman'
Quinn 1 episode, Mitch Forman 1 episode, Joey Galloway 1 episode, Harold Payton 1 episode,
Ellen Jordan Garrett 1 episode, Salvatore Matacio 1 episode, Tony Chan 1 episode, Foreman
Cox 1 episode, Staff Sergeant Luther Parrish 1 episode, Kyla Jarvis 1 episode, Janet Monroe 1
episode, Deputy Commissioner Luther Dobbs 1 episode, Jack Mandell 1 episode, Roger
Dansfield 1 episode, Matthew 'Preacher' Walsh 1 episode, Judge Arthur McSpadden 1 episode,
David Bracken 1 episode, McGee 1 episode, Murray 1 episode, Matthew Leach 1 episode, Buck
Coburn 1 episode, Harris 1 episode, Jacob Crossland 1 episode, Reverend Thornton Powers 1
episode, Yoshi Sakaii 1 episode, Randy Warren 1 episode, Woodrow Jonathan Wilton 1 episode,
Trigger Jenks 1 episode, John Bodie 1 episode, Boone Waxwell 1 episode, Mickey Flanders 1
episode, Ally Slade 1 episode, Sheryl Gray Wolf 1 episode, Marie 1 episode, Rooks 1 episode,
Mitch Travis 1 episode, Mays 1 episode, Wayland Hampton 1 episode, Frank Swain 1 episode,
Lyle Guthrie 1 episode, Laurie Maston 1 episode, Norval Hayes 1 episode, Buddy Skyhawk 1
episode, Shredder Stonham 1 episode, David Little Eagle Jackson 1 episode, Robbie Brewer 1
episode, Lisa Dutton 1 episode, Laredo Jake Boyd 1 episode, Ellie Preston 1 episode, Buford
Pike 1 episode, Sheriff Nathan Decker 1 episode, Larry Curtis 1 episode, Sergeant Perez 1
episode, Dana Reno 1 episode, Angela Kale 1 episode, Dory 1 episode, Sheriff 1 episode, Laurie
Jamison 1 episode, Audrey 'Candy Delight' Forrester 1 episode, Dean Nash 1 episode, Larry 1
episode, Pete Battle 1 episode, McCumber 1 episode, Alicia 1 episode, Jenny Lynn Calder 1
episode, Savage 1 episode, Floyd Burbage 1 episode, General Garrity 1 episode, Colin Draper 1
episode, Nikki Warren 1 episode, Max Karpov 1 episode, Shankley 1 episode, David Sutton 1
episode, Shelly Preston 1 episode, Patty Watson 1 episode, Jake Prentice 1 episode, Senator
Warren Hughes 1 episode, Tom Raven 1 episode, Sullivan 1 episode, Pastor Roscoe Jones 1
episode, Nicholas Matacio 1 episode, Santiago 'Santos' Perez 1 episode, Victor Solano 1
episode, Mark Clark 1 episode, Rudy Babbich 1 episode, Tommy Landers 1 episode, Benny
Flynn 1 episode, Frank Valen 1 episode, Cathy Jones 1 episode, John Daniels 1 episode, Bobby
Miller 1 episode, Jo Elson 1 episode, Vera Haines 1 episode, Corporal John Wesley 'J. W'
McLain 1 episode, Jerry 'Mad Dog' Sullivan 1 episode, Corey Mimms 1 episode, Faith Hollister 1
episode, Ted McGee 1 episode, Jake Conway 1 episode, Nora Shannon 1 episode, Deke Powell
1 episode, Garrett Stone 1 episode, Marge Wyman 1 episode, Paul Grady 1 episode, Neal
Banyon 1 episode, Sister Mary Grace 1 episode, Jarred Buckler 1 episode, Pete Mercado 1
episode, John Tyler Blade 1 episode, Iverson 1 episode, Earl McMartin 1 episode, Maxwell 1
episode, Max Henson 1 episode, Brian Whitman 1 episode, Glen Cooper 1 episode, Sammo Law
1 episode, Song 1 episode, Cara Parkins 1 episode, Archie 1 episode, Catherine 'Cat' Prather 1
episode, Leon Muncie 1 episode, Gomez 1 episode, Billy Clancy 1 episode, Diane Warren 1
episode, Benny Carl Devlin 1 episode, Evie 1 episode, Ned Buchanon 1 episode, Nash 1
episode, Kemai Cabe 1 episode, Emmy Berigan 1 episode, Lieutenant Levar Dixon 1 episode,
Parsons 1 episode, August Danzig 1 episode, Tate Bodie 1 episode, Charlie 1 episode, Grant
Wallace 1 episode, Ned Travis 1 episode, Miles Douglas 1 episode, Carlos Morales 1 episode,
Kimuro 1 episode, Rebecca Senstad 1 episode, Maria Alcantar 1 episode, Blair 1 episode, Jake
Lassiter 1 episode, Larry Teckler 1 episode, Stacy 1 episode, Earl Nelson 1 episode, Dade 1
episode, Councilman Graham 1 episode, Elaine Portugal 1 episode, Clint Bradburn 1 episode,
Ray Tilden 1 episode, Lori Kale 1 episode, Tumbleweed Tom 1 episode, Simone Deschamps 1
episode, Sher
honda ct90 ignition switch
lt1 tech
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iff Tom Cates 1 episode, Shana Iron Shirt 1 episode, Roy Tarvin 1 episode, Homeless Man 1
episode, Special Agent Samuel Mills 1 episode, Reggie 1 episode, Remington J. Burns 1
episode, Walt Taylor 1 episode, Detective 1 episode, Kyle Ganz 1 episode, Viktor Zaryev 1
episode, Derek Malloy 1 episode, Ernest Holcomb 1 episode, Becky Stanton 1 episode, Frank
Bodine 1 episode, Chang 1 episode, Darcy Reynolds 1 episode, Judy Pantell 1 episode,
Hendricks 1 episode, Murphy 1 episode, Teri Lansing 1 episode, Tony Seville 1 episode, Young
Joey Prado 1 episode, Drug Dealer 2 1 episode, Danny O'Bannon 1 episode, Wyatt McLain 1
episode, Jackson Blake Dupree 1 episode, Leon Barlow 1 episode, Derek Jones 1 episode,
Buddy Rebotco 1 episode, Linda Morgan 1 episode, James Lee Crown 1 episode, Tom Loomis 1
episode, Clifton Harris 1 episode, Jiang Chu 1 episode, Phil Holland 1 episode, Cassandra 1
episode, Danny Tarpin 1 episode, Leon Ochoa 1 episode, Katie 1 episode, Scudder 1 episode,

Brad Alt 1 episode,

